Fact Sheet
Mission

To create the ultimate web browsing experience for users.

About Maxthon

Founded in 2005, Maxthon International is a global software company that develops
state-of-the-art web browsers that regularly outperform other top browsers.
Committed to high standards for innovation, the Maxthon suite of browsers supports
a wide range of devices, from desktops to mobile, and works on Windows, Mac OS,
iOS and Android. Maxthon browsers are used each month by more than 100 million
people in 140 countries around the globe. Maxthon has offices in San Francisco, Hong
Kong and Beijing.

Offices

Beijing
Zhong Guo Dianzi
Tower B Suite 308
Dangling St., Haidain District
Beijing, PRC 100080

Executive Team

Jeff Chen – CEO and Founder: A visionary and pioneer in the web browsing industry,
Chen created MyIE2 in his spare time while working at a research lab at National
University of Singapore more than a decade ago. As the popularity of the product
grew and business expanded, MyIE2 changed its name to Maxthon in 2005. Chen has
always been at the heart of the company’s product development. Insightful and driven
to innovate, Chen’s high standards for Maxthon’s products have kept Maxthon at the
forefront of browser industry. Chen also oversees the strategic direction of the
company.

San Francisco
71 Stevenson Street
Suite 417
San Francisco, CA. 94105
business@maxthon.com

Karl Mattson – GM of the International Division and chief of product: A seasoned
Internet business executive (AOL, Nokia), Mattson AOL’s personalization team which
created “My News” and started the family of products “AOL Anywhere,” arguably the
first Internet cloud service. He joined Maxthon in January 2010.
Jay Shen – VP of engineering
Arena Li - VP of finance
Wei An – VP of marketing
Mike Paley – VP of business development

Products

Maxthon Cloud Browser – Launched in December 2012, Maxthon Cloud Browser
enables web content pushing and sharing, downloading and synching across multiple
devices and platforms to make seamless browsing a reality. Maxthon Cloud Browser
works on Windows, Mac OS, iOS and Android.
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Maxthon Kid-Safe Browser – Launched in 2010, Maxthon Kid-Safe Browser enables
parents to white list the websites their children may access.
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Investors

2012 Maxthon releases Maxthon Cloud Browser – a cross-platform, seamless
browsing experience available on Windows, Mac OS, Android and iOS
2012 Maxthon is leader in HTML5 (html5test.com)
2012 Maxthon releases Maxthon for Mac and iOS
2011 Maxthon for Android tablets released
2010 Maxthon for Android reinvents touch screen mobile browsing
2010 Maxthon surpasses 500,000,000 downloads
2010 Maxthon launches its Kid-Safe Browser
2009 Maxthon 3 for desktop debuts
2009 Maxthon chosen to appear on the European “browser ballot” screen
2008 Maxthon becomes the first browser to offer cloud-based services for
syncing bookmarks and history
2007 Maxthon becomes the first browser to offer sandboxed tabs for added
security
2007 Maxthon opens office in San Francisco
2006 Maxthon partners with Google, Microsoft, Baidu and Yandex
2005 Maxthon becomes the first browser with tabs
2005 MyIE2 becomes Maxthon, expanding the public’s expectations of the true
power of an innovative browser
2002 MyIE2 redefines web browsing

Bill Tai, Charles River Ventures, San Francisco
Peter Liu, WI Harper, Palo Alto
Morton Lund, LundKenner, Copenhagen

URL

http://www.maxthon.com
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